COMPANIES LACK INSIGHTS INTO THEIR SUPPLY CHAIN SUSTAINABILITY

>90% of sustainability risks are coming from the deeper supply chain

37% of CEOs say supply chain risks are one of the biggest threats

only 6% of companies have visibility in the deeper supply chain

Introduction
WE ENABLE COMPANIES TO GET SUSTAINABILITY INSIGHTS OF THE ENTIRE SUPPLY CHAIN

- **Deforestation**
- **Artisanal Mining**
- **Child labor**
- **High Pesticide Use**
- **High Carbon Footprint**

Introduction
Identify sub-suppliers

Trace high risk materials

Visualize the supply chain

Collect data from your network

Identify risks

Measure scope3 emissions

OUR SOLUTION HELPS COMPANIES TO
External Data, e.g.
- Emission factors
- Macro-economic-data
- Statistics
- News Databases
- Social media
- Company Reports
- Tracking data
- Satellite / Aerial data

Insights for your supply chain network

- High GHG emissions
- Deforestation in farm area
- Region with water shortage
- Respects human rights
Full Picture of the Supplier Network
HOW IT WORKS

SCOPE & DATA IMPORT

• Select critical product groups or single materials
• We support you to set the right scope
• We import your product and supplier data from any format

INVITATION OF TIER1 SUPPLIERS

• Your suppliers receive an invitation to register and share facility information
• We provide full onboarding support
• Your supplier share sources for requested product groups or commodities

SUPPLY CHAIN MAPPING

• Your suppliers invite their suppliers to register
• We support suppliers in every tier
• View your supply chain network grow!
ADDED VALUE

- Take effective actions to mitigate sustainability risks and disruption risks
- Easily monitor compliance along the entire supply chain
- Manage quality issues and recalls much faster
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!